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Oxford convenience stores prepare for cold beer
By Summer Wigley
sswigley@go.olemiss.edu

Starting tomorrow, gas stations and grocery stores within
the Oxford city limits will be
able to sell cold beer and wine
every day, including Sundays.
The Oxford Board of Aldermen voted 6-1 on Aug. 20 to
remove a city ordinance clause
allowing only room temperature beer and wine to be sold
as well as no Sunday sales. An
unexpected proposal to change
the ordinance came from board
member Janice Antonow during the Board’s July 23 meeting.
Oxford businesses across the
city are preparing for the new
law to take effect this week.
“We’re going to be getting
some small mini fridges and
one regular sized fridge,” said
Jason McCharen, salesclerk at
Bikini Beer off College Hill
Road. “I’m not really sure
where we’re going to put them
but I know we will have to rearrange some things.”
Not all businesses have made
their stores ready for cold beer
sales, however. The Chevron
off South Lamar, home of
chicken-on-a-stick, won’t have
everything ready for a couple
of weeks.
“We have to get a cooler for

the store to hold the beer,” said
Phyllis Smith, assistant manger
of the Chevron. “Everyone is
trying to buy a cooler right now
for their stores so it’s going to
take some time.”
Smith said Chevron plans to
have a new arrangement for
the cold beer.
“We will have a cooler that
will take up the whole back of
the store,” she said.
With the new law taking effect, neither Smith nor McCharen expect to see a significant change in business.
“People buy beer whether it
is hot or whether it is cold,”
Smith said. “Now they can just
buy more beer without having
to buy ice and a chest.”
Students have been the most
vocal supporters of the ordinance’s revision. Michael
Campbell, senior music education major, is excited for the
new law to take effect.
“Honestly just being able to
buy beer cold and not having to
wait an hour to drink it is the
most exciting part,” Campbell
said.
For students and Oxford businesses, one of the best things
about the new law is being able
to sell on Sundays.
“We couldn’t sell beer at all
on Sundays and now we can,

TYLER JACKSON | The Daily Mississippian

Adam Avelar installs a refrigerator at the Exxon gas station on Highway 6 in Oxford.

which is great,” McCharen
said. “We will be open this Sunday, 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.”
Sarah Pearcy, senior civil

engineering major, was very
surprised when she found out
about the removal of the city’s
ordinance.

“Oxford seems like such a
conservative town and that law
See BEER, PAGE 4

UM announces plans for parking garage on campus
By Jerra Scott
jascott2@go.olemiss.edu

Graphic by Katie Williamson | The Daily Mississippian

A hand-drawn illustration shows the location of the proposed parking garage on campus.
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More than 800 parking spaces
will be added to the University
of Mississippi campus by August
2014 in the form of a new parking
garage, with additional plans for
developing the university’s parking
infrastructure also underway.
The university and the athletics
department combined forces in
the new Forward Together campaign to assemble the plans to
erect the parking structure while
still keeping the aesthetics of the
building similar to those of the
whole campus.
The added parking will be located on what is now the top football
practice field closest to the Rebel
Shop.
A plan for more parking came
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as a need for more fan visitor spaces with the new basketball arena
located behind the Turner Center
set to be completed for the fall season of 2015. The structure will be
connected to the parking garage
and will also have an accessible
food court open Monday-Friday.
“In 2011 we developed the Forward Together campaign in which
the new arena was to take up some
parking spaces on campus,” said
Stephen Ponder, senior executive
associate athletics director for external relations. “Because of this
we had a demand to provide more
parking to compensate for those
lost spaces. That is how we came
up with the need for a parking infrastructure.”
The garage will be gated and
only students and faculty with perSee GARAGE, PAGE 4
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With the tragic shooting at a
Washington Naval base early
Monday morning, American’s
Second Amendment rights
will undoubtedly be scrutinized. The attack garnered a
death toll of 12 and resulted
in multiple other injuries, with
the shooter’s motivation, as of
yet, unknown.
The first question Americans ask when hearing of an
outbreak of violence such as
this is, “How many killed?”
and immediately from there,
“Why?”
Each mass shooting in our
nation’s history comes with a
complex why, which legisla-
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tures have thrown under the
bus in favor of the more propaganda palpable how.
It’s far easier as a society to
use AR-15s and other highpowered rifles as the scapegoat
for the mental unrest that is
the cause of these shootings
than to self-examine our culture.
The last military base shooting comparable to the Navy
Yard of Monday was the Fort
Hood shooting. At the latter
tragedy, Major Nidal Hasan,
in an act of jihad (holy war),
opened fire, killing 15 soldiers
and wounding 32 others.
It was not Hasan’s access to a
firearm that enabled the massacre, but our culture’s refusal
to evaluate within our populace. In this case specifically it
was jihad-denial syndrome, i.e.
the government’s determination to turn a blind eye to radical Islam and its violence. This
deliberate oversight fatally ap-
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plied when Major Hasan was
left to fester with his dreams
of jihad and martyrdom in our
very own military’s ranks.
The logic of gun-grubbers
within the babbling brass of
the U.S. military seems to be,
“We trust soldiers with weapons overseas to protect themselves, but heavens no we can’t
trust them with weapons on
military bases here to protect
themselves.”
If military bases allowed the
soldiers on them to be armed,
the death toll surely wouldn’t
have reached the levels it did
at Fort Hood.
Which leads us to examine
the logic, or gross lack thereof, behind excessive gun control and gun free zones. The
last three mass shootings, Fort
Hood, Newtown and Navy
Yard, have occurred in gun
free zones. Such is a result
of the hubris of lawmakers
and their stooges who so will-

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no
longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those
bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld”
will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter
per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification and major. All submissions must be turned in at
least three days in advance of date of desired publication.

ingly craft the soapboxes from
which they vilify gun usage.
Whether anti-gun activists
are emotionally ready for it
or not, guns are the weapon
of choice in today’s world. It
would be impossible to stop
the worldwide illicit arms
trade, or regulate illegal gun
production.
The problem of the mentally or morally unfit acquiring guns doesn’t cease to exist upon entering a gun free
zone. And yet most lawmakers
seem to think if they just hold
enough press conferences with
gun violence survivors serving
as their backdrop that criminals and those plotting workplace violence will opt out of
their lunacy. Diminishing gun
violence should be an actionoriented strategy instead of an
emotional one.
The solution to gun violence
See GUN, PAGE 3
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Amplifying the voices of homelessness
By Christine Dickason
cndickas@go.olemiss.edu

All it took was a few words.
“I’ll buy one of your newspapers.” The man turned towards me, surprised. But the
surprise quickly faded. “Oh,”
he said, “You must be a student at Rhodes.”
The man was standing
near Main Street in Memphis, Tenn., working as a
newspaper vendor for The
Bridge. The Bridge, a newspaper started by students at
Rhodes College, is dedicated to exploring the issue of
homelessness in Memphis.
All of its vendors are people
who are currently—or were
recently—homeless.
Once
trained, vendors receive a
badge and 20 newspapers to
sell for $1 each. For any additional newspaper, the vendors
purchase them for 25 cents,
meaning that they yield a
75-cent profit for each paper
sold.
I explained to the vendor
that I was not a student at
Rhodes. I knew about The
Bridge because I had volunteered as a copy editor for the
paper over the summer. The
man, who told me his name
was Edward, quickly opened
up to me. After handing me
the paper, he urged me to
look at page four. “I wrote
this,” he said, beaming and

pointing to an article.
What a powerful moment.
The Bridge is more than just
a chance for these vendors to
earn money. For those who
choose to write, it’s a chance
to share their story with the
community. That opportunity
is important because the narratives of people experiencing homelessness are oftentimes not heard, silenced by
those with greater resources.
Without a voice, how can one
advocate for oneself ? How
can a person make his or her
struggles known when no one
is listening?
According to the Community Alliance for the Homeless, at any given time there
are approximately 1,900
homeless people in Memphis.
In the U.S., there are more
than 600,000 people living
without a home, according
to the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, though this number
varies due to the difficulty of
collecting an accurate count.
Yet, rather than confronting this national problem,
legislators seem more worried about ensuring that the
homeless remain out of sight.
Not only are the homeless silenced, but they are forced to
become invisible as well. For
example, this summer, the
Tampa City Council passed
an ordinance that permits po-

lice officers to arrest anyone
sleeping or “storing personal
property in public.”
These laws assume that
homelessness is a choice, and
unfortunately, that mindset
is prevailing in many cities
across America. Some argue
that homeless people can go
to shelters at night to avoid
staying on the street. But did
you know that a night’s stay
in a homeless shelter in Memphis costs $6?
It’s more than the disparity of wealth that secludes
the homeless from the rest
of society. We have an “us
vs. them” mentality: the idea
that the people on the streets
must somehow be “different.”
The gap between the sheltered and homeless isolates an
entire portion of the population, making it extremely difficult for them to re-integrate
into society. For many of us,
the extent of our interactions
with homeless people is an
encounter with a person soliciting money on the street.
It’s easy to think that there is
no way we could ever be in
that situation. However, that
might not be the case.
I met another vendor on
Saturday. The woman overheard me tell Edward that I
was a student at The University of Mississippi. “I was an
Engineering student there!”
she exclaimed. I soon found

out, however, that during her
final year in school she was
diagnosed with an autoimmune disease that left her unable to complete her degree.
“I still dream about going
back. Maybe soon.”
I’ve only told two stories of
two individuals in Memphis,
Tenn., but these stories can
be found in every corner of
the U.S. It is a heartbreaking
reality that we seem to want
to ignore.
Thankfully, we have organizations like The Bridge.
The Bridge recently tweeted that almost 1,700 papers
had been sold in the first two
weeks of September. The paper is giving people a fighting
chance to make a living and
get back on their feet. At the
same time, The Bridge gives
a voice to the homeless, so
they can share their stories. If
those of us who are fortunate
enough to have shelter can
hear these stories, then hopefully, it won’t be as easy to
turn our backs when we see
someone living on the street.
Christine Dickason is a junior
public policy leadership major from
Collierville, Tenn.

isn’t in gun banning, but is in
gun education in the subcategories of gun usage and gun
responsibility. The more Americans are able to protect themselves, the safer they will be and
the more deterred criminals
will be from mass shooting behavior. Reasoning so straightforward surely even Biden, the
administration’s gun control
poster boy (read: the village
buffoon), could follow.
By choosing gun free zones,
gunmen are attacking where
they know people cannot defend themselves or fight back.
It seems even Obama has an
awareness of this, as yesterday
he dubbed the act “cowardly,”
and indeed it is. Let us not be
gun shy only to end up on the
wrong side of the barrel.
Look at it this way: If the
children of Newtown didn’t
need armed protection, neither
do members of Congress. Suddenly banning all guns doesn’t
sound so appealing, now does
it, public servants?
Whitney Greer is a sophomore
English major from Medford, Ore.

NOTICE OF ENACTMENT OF UNIVERSITY
TRAFFIC & PARKING RULES & REGULATIONS

Editor’s Note
A reader informed The
Daily Mississippian editors
that the letter to the editor
published in Monday’s edition contained a number of
paragraphs that were lifted
from another writer’s blog.
The editors have investigated
the matter and confirmed

continued from page 2

this.
The writer of the letter has
apologized and will not be
published in The Daily Mississippian again.

The University of Mississippi Department of Parking and Transportation in
Oxford, Mississippi, hereby gives notice of enactment of the University’s
Traffic and Parking Regulations for the 2013-2014 academic year. These
rules and regulations are enacted by the Board of Trustees of the State
Institutions of Higher Learning, State of Mississippi, and are effective from
and after August 15, 2013. The full text of such rules and regulations is
available at www.olemiss.edu/parking distributed by the website of DPT.
31387
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continued from page 1
mits will be allowed entry. Prices
for these parking permits have not
been established but will be higher
than those of commuter parking
passes to compensate for the structure’s cost.
“The prices will not be as much
as if we were just building the
parking garage,” said Parking and
Transportation Director Issac Astill. “Because we are doing this in
conjunction with athletics they
will contribute to the cost of construction through their game day
operations and that will decrease
the cost.”
The Department of Parking
and Transportation wants students to be aware that parking will
decrease during the spring semester in order to finish construction
on the parking garage. For this
strain the university has built an-

other parking lot located behind
the indoor football practice field
and students are also encouraged
to utilize O.U.T. buses during this
time.
“These spaces will be a prime
location next to the food courts,”
Astill said. “O.U.T. bus shuttles will
also be located outside the parking
garage to take people across campus to their locations.”
This parking garage is just one
of four that will be built on campus by 2020. The university has
developed the UM 2020 Master
Plan in which the university will
undergo a huge makeover. More
residence halls will be added, in
addition to more green space and
ample parking.
“This is a work in progress for
the university,” Astill said. “The
arena parking garage is starting
this fall and there is already discussion of where another is to be
located and parking is just one aspect of this change.”

BEER,

continued from page 1

has been in place for so long, I
didn’t see them ever changing
it,” Pearcy said.
Despite rumors of a tax increase on the cold beer, the
tax will remain at 9 percent
regardless of whether the beer
is room temperature or refrigerated.
“If there was tax, I don’t
think it would deter customers,” Smith said. “They
wouldn’t worry about that.”

Bjork speaks at
Creed Week event

The only thing smaller
than the hole in his heart
is the number of surgeons
who can repair it.
Experience matters.

AUSTIN McAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss Athletic Director Ross Bjork speaks at a UM Creed Week event Tuesday night.

By WALTER LYLE
wmlyle@go.olemiss.edu

One of the biggest challenges a surgeon will ever face
is operating on the tiny beating heart of an infant.
The pediatric heart specialists at Le Bonheur Children’s
Hospital in Memphis have met this challenge – time and
time again. As one of the nation’s best children’s hospitals
in pediatric heart care, we know that kind of experience
matters in the life of a child.
We’re completely dedicated to caring for kids. With
specialty clinics at North Mississippi Medical Center,
we’re also equipped to deal with the everyday illnesses
and injuries that childhood brings.

Where
Every Child
Matters
lebonheur.org
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Athletic Director Ross Bjork
opened the inaugural University Creed Week Tuesday night
at the Ford Center by challenging students to consider how
they perform as leaders.
“The Creed was developed
to build leaders,” Bjork said.
“We’re not here to manage,
we’re here to lead. How will
you lead with the Creed?”
Alongside Associated Student
Body President Gregory Alston,
Bjork addressed the principles
espoused in the Creed, emphasizing academic excellence, social responsibility, integrity and
competitiveness as values alive
and well at The University of
Mississippi.
Bjork then mentioned how
he came to change the athletic
culture at Ole Miss through
little things to make big things
happen, expressing his desire
to change the mindsets of the
fans, campus, staff and studentathletes, and capitalize on the

assets that are in place.
Bjork referenced a negative
encounter with disgruntled fans
as an experience that has motivated him to take up leadership
through athletics.
“If we don’t believe, who
will?” Bjork reflected.
Bjork’s presentation ended
with a challenge to the students to have a vision for their
lives and to show that they care
about what the Creed represents in the university community.
This was followed by the encouragement that it does not
take any discernible talents to
follow the Creed and be a leader.
Freshman journalism major
Meredith Parker was impressed
by the event and Bjork’s presentation as a whole.
“It gave me an excitement for
athletics,” Parker said, “but it
also showed me that there’s a
right way to present yourself
as an Ole Miss Rebel--to be
encouraging, respectful, and
spirited.”
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Local artist finds bone marrow
transplant after 11 years
By Logan Kirkland
ltkirkla@go.olemiss.edu

umbilical cord blood and the
other is from an unrelated donor transplant. With these alternatives the match does not
have to be perfect in order for
it to be a match for a transplant.
Locke received news on
Sept. 6 that a match had been
found.
“They called me last Friday
and they had found a match
and it’s nine out of 10,” she
said.
Locke said she could not believe they had found a match
especially one that was almost
a perfect one.
“I’ve been waiting almost a
year,” she said. “I didn’t realize how excited I would be
about it because I kind of got
used to waiting.”
Daniel Locke said it was a
great feeling and that a huge
burden they were carrying was
lifted.
“There was a lot of joy with
a lot of jumping,” he said.
Pam Locke said because
they found a match she and
her husband no longer have
to commute back and forth to
Vanderbilt hospital.
Once the procedure is done
she will have to live near the
facility for 100 days in order
to undergo tests to ensure the
transplant is working.
Locke said her life turned
into a big whirlwind by trying
to get everything ready for the
move. Daniel lives in Nashville
so he will be able to be with
her whenever she needs him.
Locke said this is just another
step in the process and wants
her family to stay strong.
“It’ll all work out in the end,
its just one day at a time,” she
said. “Just hang in there.”

The entire Locke family discussed how important it is
for people to be on the donor list. In order to be a donor
you have to be between the ages of 18-44. A national
database called bethematch.org will send you a simple
cheek swab that you send back to be tested. Once you
are tested you are entered into the database.
Nathan Locke stressed that every day you are not registered in the database is another missed opportunity.
“If you’re willing to be a donor and you’re not registered it’s another day and another missed opportunity for
people like my mom,” Nathan Locke said.

“

If you’re willing to be a donor and you’re
not registered it’s another day and another
missed opportunity for people like my
mom,” Nathan Locke said.
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Daniel Locke said becoming a marrow donor is such an
easy process but it can impact a family’s life immensely.
“It’s so easy to do such a small thing to change someone’s life in such a big way,” Daniel Locke said. “Even if
you don’t get a call to be a donor you’ve done your part.”
Pam Locke said that being a bone marrow donor is no
longer as painful or intrusive as it has been in the past.
She said it is now similar to donating blood, making it
easier to be a donor.
She also said donating marrow gives young people the
opportunity to help save lives.
“There are people, especially small children that need
transplants and they have their whole life ahead of
them,” she said. “They would like to just get old enough
to get to go to college, get old enough to get to go to
prom, get old enough to marry and to live the rest of
their lives.”

35565

An Oxford artist who suffers from a rare bone marrow
disease found a bone marrow
donor after waiting 11 years
and shares the importance of
being a donor and how it can
drastically change a person’s
life.
Pam Locke is a free lance
graphic artist and painter
with a strong religious background. Locke said in her
paintings she likes to capture
the pretty moments because
she knows she can never create
like God does, but she can at
least mimic what He has created for us.
“I really like creating stuff, or
making messes is usually what
I call it,” she said. “You’re
painting a memory.”
Locke said her family is everything to her. She said they
are very supportive, kind and
they always keep her on her
toes. She has two sons, Daniel, who graduated from The
University of Mississippi, and
Nathan, who goes to Mississippi State.
“They keep me jumping and
keep me guessing,” Locke said.
Locke said even her husband Martin is a great supporter since he puts up with
her mess-making, because
having a creative wife can be
difficult at times.
“You come home thinking
supper is going to be on the
table, but she’s got a painting
spread out all over the dining
room table,” Martin Locke
said.
Pam Locke said these paintings are important to her because they remind her that
God’s hands are in control
even though life seems out of
control. Painting gives her a
chance to show the real beauty
that surrounds us even in a
chaotic world, and this was especially true when it came to
her illness.
Locke’s mother suffered
from a disorder called essential thrombocytosis, and her
mother encouraged her to get
tested for the same disorder.
Locke said it was not a disorder that would pass genetically
but about 11 years ago she
tested positive due to a weird
coincidence. As a result of the
disorder, Locke was making up
to about 600,000 blood platelets where a typical person
makes about 300-600.
“I’m
unique,”
Locke
laughed.
Essential
thrombocytosis
eventually develops into milo
fibrosis which means a person cannot produce enough
blood cells and becomes very

anemic. This can eventually
develop into acute miloid leukemia if the individual cannot
find a bone marrow donor that
matches.
Locke said when she found
out about her diagnosis she
knew it would eventually develop into milo fibrosis, and it
definitely worried her.
“All the wind sucked out of
the room,” she said. “You’re
going through your daily life
and everything’s fine, then all
of a sudden you’re special in
a way you really don’t want to
be special.”
The cutoff age to receive a
transplant is 60-65 years of
age. Locke is 57.
Locke said when they first do
tests for a bone marrow match
they test your siblings, and she
only has one brother who was
a five out of 10 match. She
needed a 10 out of 10.
Martin Locke said when he
found out about her diagnosis,
they had to get used to the idea
of her illness and be aware of
what treatments would be involved and the risk that comes
with each treatment.
“We were disheartened, but
we were looking at the next
step,” he said. “We’re doing
this together.”
According to Pam Locke,
17 different people have been
tested to see if they were a
bone marrow donor match.
Initially, these donors looked
like a match, but during the
deeper tests, the results were
not successful.
“I turned it over to the
Lord,” she said. “It was in his
hands.”
Locke discussed how there
are alternative ways to receive
a donor and one is through
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Author of serial killer novel brings intensity to Oxford
By Clara Turnage
scturna1@go.olemiss.edu

For 16 years the patients
at nine hospitals in the New
Jersey and Pennsylvania area
were prey to a nightmare.
Lurking under the guise of the
traditionally trusted, a murderer waited. The lurid threat
was notorious serial killer
Charles Cullen.
“We’ll never know how
many people Charlie Cullen really killed. Charlie Cullen himself doesn’t know how
many people he really killed.
But he went out of his way not
to know,” said Charles Graeber, journalist and author of
“The Good Nurse,” an account of the life and murders
of Cullen. “The trusted sources I have, which I have tested
against other sources and do
not have any invested interest, truly believe that the true
number of deaths is in the mid
three hundreds.”
While working as a nurse
Cullen gave lethal doses to
men and women ranging from
the ages of 21 to 91. Some of
his victims were dying of serious diseases while others were
recovered. Some he chose and
killed directly, other times he
injected saline bags that were
not even in use yet. He had no
particular pattern; the murders were random at best. Perhaps even more perplexing,
Cullen did not see himself as
a killer.
“My intent was to decrease
suffering in people I saw
throughout my career,” Cullen
said after his arrest in 2003.
Because of his viewpoint,
Cullen was dubbed “The Angel of Death” by the media.
“The ones he confessed to
were very specific, and he

knew that was not anywhere
near a complete number of
deaths for which he was responsible,” Graeber said.
There are few things more
terrifying than a serial killer,
especially one who cannot
even recognize his acts as
murder. This is exactly what
Charles Graeber knew he was
walking into in his first interview with Charles Cullen. The
man on the other side of the
table was notorious for silence
after his arrest. Graeber was,
in fact, the first journalist to
receive an interview.
“He trusted me to a certain
extent, to listen to him and to
not prejudge him,” Graeber
said. “He saw that I was taking
the time to want to tell a larger
story than what had already
been out in the press before
he decided to speak to anyone,
about a monster that had no
other human qualities.”
After remaining silent for
two years after his arrest the
infamous Charles Cullen decided to reply to Graeber’s letter.
“The most prolific serial
killer in American history was
talking only to me, and I discovered there was a cover up
in hospitals over 16 years,”
Graeber said.
Graeber’s seven year study
unearthed yet another scandal. Not only was there a serial
killer loose upon innocent patients, but a serious lapse in record keeping allowed the menace to continue. “This book
was a mission. That Charlie
Cullen happened to speak
with me and nobody else, that
there are a number of people
who were willing to risk a great
deal to talk to me and were
willing to do so because I was
the one willing to take the time

35484

COURTESY NPR

to try to tell the story right,”
Graeber explained. “Once I
was burdened with that truth,
I didn’t really have a choice. I
had to do right by them and
right by the story.”
Graeber shows in his novel that this man cannot be
viewed as only a murder, but
also a doting father, a husband, a favored son and a best
friend. He explains that you
must know all of the components to truly understand the
story.
“Nursing is the most trusted
profession by Americans, but
behind the uniforms, the nurses’ uniform, or the doctors’
uniform, the priest or any of
it, there are real people with
real problems,” he said.
Through Graeber’s hard
work and dedication, we have
the most clear and concise telling of the events as is possible.
“The Good Nurse” has become a New York Times Best
Seller and international sensation.
“The most terrifying book
published this year,” Kirkus
Reviews proclaimed. “It is also
one of the most thoughtful.
‘The Good Nurse’ is gripping,
sad, suspenseful, rhythmic and
beautifully documented.”
Since the release Graeber
has been featured on CNN,

CBS, “60 Minutes,” BBC
World News and a multitude
of other interviews for the anticipating public.
Last week Graeber came to
Ole Miss as a guest speaker for
the Journalism 271 students.
“It really was an amazing
experience to speak with such
a prolific crime writer,” journalism major William Morrow
said. “It was so helpful as budding journalists to speak with
someone who’s been there,
done that.”
Charles Graeber was born
in Iowa to a long line of doctors and surgeons. Though he
originally pursued a career
in the medical field, Graeber
seemed destined for journalism. He admits to being an
exceptionally shy child and
says his writing drew him out
of his self-imposed shell, forcing him to interact directly
through interviews and other
social aspects of journalism.
Soon after college he began to
travel as he wrote for a multitude of papers. From joining a
circus in Berlin to fishing for
piranhas in the Pantanal, he
seems to have lived in a way
that most can only dream. After nearly getting caught up
in a civil war in Cambodia,
however, Graeber returned to
Nantucket.

Graeber’s journalistic work
soon escalated to a national
audience. He received honors
including the 2011 Overseas
Press Club award for his work
in Japan after the devastating
tsunami, was nominated for
multiple National Magazine
Awards, an American Poet’s
Prize and won a New York
Press Club award for the best
magazine reportage. He wrote
for journalistic greats such
as National Geographic, the
New York Times, Vogue and
Men’s Journal. Charles Graeber has ascended from wandering journalist to a writer in
continuous demand.
“He doesn’t so much tell his
stories as heave them like flaming Molotov cocktails that set
your worldview on fire,” writer
Robert Cocuzzo said in “Nantucket Magazine” last year.
Graeber will host a book
reading at Square Books tonight at 5 p.m.
“I have great respect for the
university and great respect for
the literary traditions of that
area,” Graeber said. “Coming
back to Oxford is a privilege,
it’s not off the map at all – it
was on the map all along.”
The book will be available
for purchase tonight and attendees with have the opportunity to meet Graeber.
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Jesmyn Ward returns to Oxford for book signing
By ANN-MARIE HEROD
aeherod@go.olemiss.edu

Yesterday, Oxonians crammed
Off Square Books to attend the
much anticipated return of Jesmyn Ward.
Ward, a native Mississippian,
first came to Oxford in 2010 as
the John and Renée Grisham
Writer in Residence for the 201011 academic year. She taught fiction workshops to undergraduates and graduate students and
worked on her second novel,
“Salvage the Bones.” It was this
book that launched Ward into
national success and garnered
much critical acclaim. “Salvage
the Bones” went on to win the
National Book Award in 2011
and was lauded by NPR, The
Huffington Post, The Wall Street
Journal, The Boston Globe, and
many others.
In her return, she read passages and signed copies of her new
book “Men We Reaped,” which
is a memoir of personal experiences about five men she lost in
her life, including her beloved
brother. When she began her
reading she stated, “This is the
hardest books I’ve had to write. I
never want to do it again.”
Ward then read two excerpts
from her memoir and took questions from the audience.

ANN-MARIE HEROD | The Daily Mississippian

ANN-MARIE HEROD | The Daily Mississippian

ANN-MARIE HEROD | The Daily Mississippian

Hey You!
Make the most of each day.
Read The Daily Mississippian
in print and online.

Fall Funding
for Student Organizations
For all approved student organizations,
applications are available on the ASB website.
Interviews this week:
sign-up on front door of ASB office
(Union 408)
Email clrutled@go.olemiss.edu with any questions
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• 211 s. lamar, OxfOrd

35435

662-236-0050 •
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Sudoku #3
4 5 7 1
1 3 8 4
2 6 9 8
5 9 1 7
8 7 6 3
3 4 2 5
6 1 5 9
3 6
9

7

2

8

4

2

Sudoku #5
2 3 8 1
1 4 5 8
7 6 9 2
8 5 6 7
4 2 7 6
9 1 3 4
5 8 2 9
6 9 4 3
3 7 1 5

9 6
7 2
3 5
6 4
2 9
1 8
4 7
8 1
5 3

8 2 3
5 9 6
1 4 7
2 3 8
4 1 5
6 7 9
3 8 2
7 5 4
9 6 1

insane
7
3
4
9
5
8
6
1
2

6 4 5 9
9 7 6 2
5 8 3 1
1 2 4 3
3 1 9 8
2 6 7 5
7 3 1 4
8 5 2 7
9 8 6

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

with special guest Colonel Ford
ft. members of Son Volt @9PM

Son Volt

Sudoku #7
7 4 6 2 8
5 3 2 9 4
9 8 1 5 3
4 2 3 7 6
6 1 7 8 5
8 5 9 4 1
2 6 8 3 7
9 5 1 2
3

4 6

9

4

1 9 3
6 7 1
7 2 4
9 5 8
3 4 9
2 3 6
4 1 5
8 6 7
5 8 2

Sudoku #4
3 5 4 6
7 9 2 3
1 8 6 5
5 1 7 9
6 2 3 4
8 4 9 1
2 7 5 8
4 6 1 2
9 3 8 7
Sudoku #6
1 8 7 4
3 4 6 2
2 9 5 7
5 7 3 8
4 1 2 3
8 6 9 1
7 2 4 5
6 3 1 9
9 5 8 6

SUDOKU©

By Garry Trudeau
7

3
9 6
4
3 8

HOW TO PLAY

Insane Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 5

TONIGHT

1

Sudoku #8
2 7 3 8
6 4 9 7
5 1 8 2
8 2 4 5
7 5 6 1
3 9 1 4
4 8 2 3
1 6 7 9
9 3 5 6

5
8
6
1

2
7
9
4
3

8 2 9
1 4 8
9 7 3
2 6 4
7 8 5
3 5 6
6 3 1
5 9 7
4 1 2

1 7
5 6
2 4
3 8
9 1
7 2
4 9
8 3
6 5

9
9 1 7

6 5 9
8 9 7
1 3 8
9 6 4
5 7 6
2 4 3
3 8 1
4 2 5
7 1 2

7
3

6 8

Puzzles by KrazyDad

God is REAL (unless declared INTEGER).

3 2
1 5
6 4
2 1
8 9
7
5

9
7

6
8

atch area
© 2013 KrazyDad.com

3 4
8 6 7
1
4
3
9 2
8
4
7
4 2
1

Sudoku #3
4

3

5 4 9 6 1
1 3 2 8 5
6 9 4 7 3
3 7 6 1
9
2
7
8
4

8 3 4
6 8 5
5 1 9
2 5 3
1 7 2

9
2
7
6
4
8
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By Wiley

dilBerT
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By J.c. duffy
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Garfield

By Jim davis
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Hilton key for Ole Miss defense
By John Luke McCord
mccordjohnluke@yahoo.com

There has been much made
about the early season struggles the Rebels have faced at
the cornerback position, but
in the past two weeks, sophomore Mike Hilton has eased
that pain a little.
It started in fall camp with
starters junior Senquez Golson and senior Charles Sawyer
not seeing much action due to
lingering injuries. When the
season rolled around, neither
were in game shape enough to
look like themselves.
Golson has since begun to
look like his old self. Sawyer
has since been suspended. So
the cornerback position has
been razor thin early in the
season.
After the Vanderbilt game,
Hilton, who was the starting
huskie in the season opener,
was moved over to cornerback. The emergence of freshman Tony Conner allowed the
coaches to feel comfortable
making the move that early in
the year.
“It felt good to be back
where I’m used to playing,”
Hilton said of the move. “It
wasn’t much action, but I got
back into the rhythm and got
a little more confident.”
Hilton wasn’t tested much
against Southeast Missouri
because they run an option
offense, but he had plenty of
opportunities in the Rebels’
44-23 win at Texas this past
weekend. In the matchup,
Hilton struggled, as did the
entire Rebel secondary, in the
first half, but the Fayetteville,
Ga., native played very well in
the second half.
“We came out and played

the second half better, and we
came out with the win,” Hilton said.
On Monday, Ole Miss head
coach Hugh Freeze noted that
Hilton was his guy at corner
opposite of Golson and that it
was “his spot.”
“It takes my confidence to
another level because now it’s
SEC ball from now on,” Hilton said. “So now, I feel a little
bit more comfortable. I’m just
coming into every game with
more confidence.”
The next four games for the
Rebels will be Alabama, Auburn, Texas A&M and LSU.
That means Hilton and the
Rebel corners will be facing
the likes of A.J. McCarron
(Alabama), Zack Mettenberger (LSU) and Johnny Manziel (Texas A&M) at quarterback. Not to mention facing
receivers like Amari Cooper
(Alabama), Mike Evans (Texas
A&M) and Odell Beckham, Jr.
(LSU).
“We’re going to get some
action now,” Hilton said.
“Those guys like to throw it
deep, and they have playmakers on the outside. It’s going to
be fun, but we know we have
to bring our ‘A’ game.”
Now that Hilton is back in
his natural position, he will be
able to grow. He noted that he
is used to being physical after
his time playing huskie, but
that he will have to improve
his man coverage.
The faster he can get adjusted and play at a high level, the
better off the Rebel defense
will be. His improvement in
that area is vital to the success
of the Rebel secondary.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss football, follow @JLgrindin
and @thedm_sports on Twitter.

FILE PHOTO (QUENTIN WINSTINE) | The Daily Mississippian

Cornerback Mike Hilton throws the landshark after making a tackle against Texas Saturday.

Need to get it sold?
Looking for a home?
Need to get it rented?
Looking for a rental? Today Only Wed. 9/18
Hibachi Chicken – $7.99 all day
Need to get a job?
The Best Sushi Deal in Town
Looking for an employee?
$2.99 per Sushi Roll
Place your ad here!
Look here for an ad!
with salad or soup, fried rice & vegetable or double fried rice
[To go and dining room dining only - not valid in the hibachi room]

The DM Classifieds WORK!

1) California Roll
2) Crunchy Roll
3) Dynamite Roll
4) Fresh Salmon Roll
5) Spicy Salmon Roll
6) Crab Tempura Roll
7) Spicy Crab Roll
8) Shrimp Tempura Roll

9) Spicy Shrimp Roll
10) Avacado Roll
11) Asparagus Roll
12) Sweet Potato Roll
13) Alaska Roll
14) Crispy Jalapeno Roll
15) Spicy Crawfish Roll

Cannot be combined with any other coupons or specials.

Must present coupon
35482

Sun - Thurs: 11am - 10pm Fri - Sat: 11am - 10:30pm
1631 W. Jackson Ave. | Oxford | 662.236.7346
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SEC Football Power Poll
By David Collier | thedmsports@gmail.com

In this week’s installment, The Daily Mississippian’s sports editor David Collier will rank the 14 Southeastern Conference teams. Opponents, game times and
television networks are also included for each team.

1.

Alabama
(2-0, 1-0 SEC, 1st last week)
The Crimson Tide defense
struggled, but the offense was
enough to get out of College
Station with a 49-42 win over
Texas A&M. Schedule sets up
well for Alabama.

This week: Colorado State
(1-2), 6 p.m., ESPN2

6.

2.

Georgia

(1-1, 1-0 SEC, 3rd last week)
The Bulldogs were on a bye
last week, and this week’s
contest against North Texas
shouldn’t pose any threat for
the potent Georgia offense.

LSU
(3-0, 3rd last week)
The Tigers had a blowout
45-13 win over Kent State,
but LSU will get somewhat
of a test this weekend with
undefeated Auburn coming to
town.

This week: North Texas (21), 11:21 a.m., SEC Network This week: Auburn (3-0, 1-0
SEC), 6:45 p.m., ESPN

7.

Ole Miss

3.

Florida

8.

Vanderbilt

4.

South Carolina

(2-1, 1-1 SEC, 4th last week)

5.

Texas A&M

(2-1, 0-1 SEC, 5th last week)

The Gamecocks got back in
the win column with a solid
35-25 win over Vanderbilt,
but the defense continues to
struggle more than it should.

The Aggies aren’t going to run
the table, but their title hopes
may not be done just yet. Let’s
see how Texas A&M reacts to
their first loss in a long time.

This week: BYE

This week: SMU (1-1), 6
p.m., ESPNU

9.

Auburn

10.

Missouri

(3-0, 1-0 SEC, 7th last week)

(1-1, 6th last week)

(1-2, 0-2 SEC, 8th last week)

(3-0, 1-0 SEC, 11th last week)

(2-0, 9th last week)

The Rebels got a big win 44-23
at Texas. Now, it’s all about
getting healthy before Ole
Miss enters a brutal four-game
stretch that starts next week
with Alabama.

The Gators needed a bye week
after their loss to Miami to get
their offensive issues worked out.
We’ll see if it helped any come
Saturday.

The Commodores suffered a
loss at South Carolina, but
this Vanderbilt team will still
win some games. This week’s
matchup should be a cakewalk.

The Tigers have an intriguing
matchup at Indiana this week.
It’s an unusual meeting, but
one that could show us more
about this Missouri team.

This week: Tennessee (2-1),
2:30 p.m., CBS

This week: at UMASS (0-3),
11 a.m., ESPNews

The Tigers got a big comeback
win over Mississippi State, but
Auburn fans shouldn’t get too
excited yet. This weekend will
tell us exactly where Auburn
stands.

This week: BYE

11.

12.

13.

(3-0, 12th last week)

(2-1, 13th last week)

The Bulldogs continue to struggle against quality teams, but
Saturday’s 24-20 heartbreaking
loss at Auburn could have a big
impact on the season.

The Razorbacks rolled over
Southern Miss, 24-3. They are
running the ball a ton, but this
weekend will be Arkansas’ first
true test of the year.

The Volunteers got hammered
by Oregon, 59-14. They’ll have
to put that one behind them to
have a shot at knocking off the
Gators Saturday.

This week: Troy (2-1), 6:30
p.m., FSN

This week: at Rutgers (2-1),
2:30 p.m., ESPN

This week: at Florida (1-1),
2:30 p.m., CBS

Mississippi State
(1-2, 0-1 SEC, 10th last week)

Arkansas

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
Apartment for Rent
CONDO FOR RENT Tired of your roommate? Looking for a 1-bedroom apartment? 1st month free! Spacious floor
plan, full size washer and dryer, fabulous amenities, fully furnished $825/
month. Call (770)289-0854

Large 2 bedroom/ 2.5 bath townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000

Tennessee

1648 Garfield
Avenue

This week: at Indiana (2-1),
This week: at LSU (3-0), 6:45 7 p.m., Big Ten Network
p.m., ESPN

14.

Kentucky
(1-2, 14th last week)
The Wildcats played better
than I expected, but that
could show that Louisville is
overrated. Either way, Kentucky is looking at a rough
year.

For continuing
coverage of Ole
Miss football, follow
@thedm_sports and
@DavidLCollier on
Twitter.

This week: BYE
Weekend Rental
RV PARKING SPACES FOR RENT
ON HWY 7 SOUTH JUST OUTSIDE
CITY LIMITS. WATER, LIGHTS, CABLE & SEWER - $35 PER DAY OR
PER MONTH $250 PLUS UTILITIES.
(662)801-0317
WEEKEND RENTALS Short-term rentals including event weekends. Lots of
availability! www.oxfordtownhouse.com
(662)801-6692

Car for sale Honda Accorda EX,
130K miles, clean title. AT, sunroof,
full leather, good condition. $3500.
(662)380-2358

2 BRM - 2-1/2 BATH | Walk to Square |
Large back yard (no pets) | $1,000 / mo.
(901)481-1994
Available now 2 bedroom, 1.5
bath apartment. W/D $680/month. $680
security deposit. The Cove Apartments
(662)234-1422
$469.00 per month STUDENT
HOUSING SUBLET @ CAMPUS
CREEK. WHEN Immediate Occupancy.
WHERE 101 Creekmore Blvd. Oxford,
Ms. $469.00 PER MONTH (Individual
Room with Full Bath) $500 DEPOSIT
AT TIME OF SIGNING. UTILITIES INCLUDED (INTERNET SEPARATE).
LAUNDRY ON-SITE. 4-BEDROOM,
4-BATH, FURNISHED. CONTACT:
Amber-443-963-9262

Miscellaneous

Pets for Sale

Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Testing, Limited Ultrasounds,
Facts, Options, and Support. No insurance required. Free and Confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.com (662)2344414

House for Rent

Part-time

Chocolate Champion Lab Puppies Out of Bill’s Delta Flash, full-blooded. Four males, one female. $350.00.
(662)236-5842
AKC Lab puppies 1 black male, 3
yellow males, 1 yellow female. Males
$350, female $400 (662)234-4714

House For Rent 3 BR 2BA, 317
Ridgewood Manor. 1500 per month.
Fenced yard. Appliances included.
Available now. (662)231-9820

studentpayouts.com Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
Need Extra Cash? Papa John’s
Pizza is now accepting applications for
all positions. Apply in person from 1p-4p
Mon-Fri at 1506 W. Jackson Avenue.

Room for Rent
Room for rent at 3br/2ba condo
$400/mth/$400dep
662-419-5083
(662)489-7964

Automobiles

Motorcycles
KAWASKI 650 NINJA MOTORCYCLE
Year 2006 Cobalt blue, sleek, lightweight, extremely maneuverable and
under a 1000 miles. Includes saddle
and tank bags. Priced right, like new at
$3200. Call 662.801.8491

Music Festivals
TheMusicFest.com
boat

at

Steam-
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Rebels struck early with
more injuries in the post

Souza continuing success for
Lady Rebels

FILE PHOTO (KATIE WILLIAMSON) | The Daily Mississippian

Rafaelle Souza slides in for a tackle against Memphis Sunday.

By Nick Eley

njeley@go.olemiss.edu
FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

Forward Terry Brutus goes up for a dunk last season.

By Tyler Bischoff
tfbischo@go.olemiss.edu

The Ole Miss basketball
team will be without sophomore forward Terry Brutus
for the 2013-14 season, as Ole
Miss announced that Brutus
has torn the ACL in his left
knee.
Brutus didn’t see significant
action in the early part of last
season, but once Aaron Jones,
now a junior, went out for the
year with a torn ACL, and Demarco Cox, now a senior, was
ruled out for the remainder of
the season with a stress fracture in his left foot, Brutus saw
an uptick in minutes.
Jones tore his ACL against
Kentucky, and in the next 12
games, Brutus averaged 13.1
minutes per game. The main
function Brutus played last season was filling in for Murphy
Holloway or Reggie Buckner
when they got in foul trouble.
Brutus didn’t shoot very
much, less than once per
game, but he was 16 of 25
from the field. He mainly set
screens and shot only when
wide open near the basket as

Brutus had the lowest usage
rate on the team last season at
7.29 percent. He also grabbed
10.41 percent of available rebounds. In a small sample size,
Brutus posted the third best
defensive points per possession
for Ole Miss. He allowed .67
points per possession to opponents, per Synergy Sports. Opponents shot just 27.3 percent
(12 of 44) against Brutus last
year.
Ole Miss will have to deal
with depth and inexperience
for the second straight year
in the post. As Holloway and
Buckner graduated, Jones and
Cox will be the only big men
with experience. Freshmen
forwards Sebastian Saiz and
Dwight Coleby will be in line
for immediate playing time
down low. Sophomore Anthony Perez did play some post
last season, due to the injuries,
but head coach Andy Kennedy would like to keep him on
the wing.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss men’s basketball, follow @
Tyler_RSR and @thedm_sports on
Twitter.

Stop Driving

while texting.
Stay aware.
Save a life.

After two seasons leading the
Ole Miss women’s soccer team
offensively, Rafaelle Souza is well
on her way to another stellar year
for the Lady Rebels.
Souza has arguably been the
best offensive player for the Lady
Rebels since she set foot on campus. In 2011, her first season with
the Rebels, she finished a single
goal, point and assist shy of entering the Ole Miss record books
for each category for newcomers.
Her nine goals, seven assists and
25 total points did, however, lead
the team that season.
The Salvador, Brazil native followed up her first-year campaign
with an outstanding 2012 season,
posting 13 goals, four of which
were game-winners, and 33 total
points. Those numbers were good
for a first-place tie with teammate
Mandy McCalla in the entire
Southeastern Conference. She
also received a host of honors last
season, including being named
all-SEC second team, and first
team all-South by the NSCAA.
When asked about these honors, a shy and humble Souza expressed that she wishes the best
for her team.
“I’m happy to score goals if it
helps our team get another win,”
she said.
Souza, who is known affectionately as “Rafa,” has continued
her dominance this season. She
has already posted seven goals
through eight games, leading the
Lady Rebels to a 6-1-1 record
heading into conference play.
She notched her latest two goals
in the team’s match against Memphis on Sunday night, a 3-0 victory and the fourth shutout of the
year for the Rebels.
To add to her laundry list of

accomplishments, Souza was also
named the 2012 Co-Scholar-Athlete of the Year by the coaches.
She shared the award with Allison Hu of Missouri. When asked
about her activities outside of soccer, she said simply, “I study.” The
award, which requires a minimum 3.0 GPA, certainly validates
that answer. She was also named
to the Capital One All-District
Academic first team, which is voted on by the College Sports Information Directors of America.
Souza did not initially play soccer in college. She couldn’t, according to her, because women
didn’t have the opportunity at
the Universidade Do Estado Da
Bahia. She played for multiple
club teams in South America
from 2008 to 2010, before arriv-

ing at Ole Miss in 2011. Souza
expressed interest in returning to
her home country of Brazil and
continuing her soccer career, but
also noted that she is keeping her
options open.
For now, she’s focussing on soccer and the beginning of SEC
play on Friday. Ole Miss head
coach Matt Mott said Souza’s
health, effort, skill and yes, her
ability to score, will be paramount
to the team’s continued success,
but that’s no surprise, given what
she’s done in her already prized
career.
For continuing coverage of Ole Miss
women’s soccer, follow @ and @
thedm_sports on Twitter.

KARAOKE NIGHT

is BACK!
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Taqueria El Milagro

Mon-Wed, Fri-Sun: 10 am-9:30 pm, Thur: 10 am-1 am

1420 Jackson Ave.
662.236.1717
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Rebels hitting the recruiting trail
By MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@go.olemiss.edu

After bringing in a consensus top 10 class by all major
recruiting networks this year,
it has become known that
Ole Miss head coach Hugh
Freeze and his staff are working diligently to make sure
they can lure as many top recruits to Oxford as possible.
Now, while the team is on a
bye week, the staff will take
advantage of their time and
hit the road to see where they
stand with some recruits.
“We’re sending two guys
to Texas,” Freeze said. “Not
because we won, that was
the plan before, but they’ll
have a lot more pep in their
step when they walk in those
schools. We’re going to use
eight people. Four will go out
tomorrow, more will go out
Thursday to join them, and
myself and others will hit the
road Friday.
“We’ll get a lot of work
done. We get 42 evaluation
days, and I want to say we are
using about 12 this week.”
After winning on the road
this past weekend at Texas
44-23, Freeze believes that
conversations he had with
recruits via telephone went
“real good.”
“You go win at a place like
that, that is covered nationally on a lot of outlets, it
never hurts you,” Freeze said.
“We had a lot of good phone
calls (Monday) night and will
make some more (Tuesday). It
didn’t hurt us for sure.”
Gross progressing in
the trenches
Last season for Ole Miss,
sophomore defensive tackle
Issac Gross came into his own
at the defensive tackle position. There were many questions surrounding the size
of the 6-foot-1, 250-pound
South Panola product concerning his weight, but Gross

was able to record 40 tackles,
including 10 for a loss and 2.5
sacks.
Now, Gross will begin the
meat of his sophomore campaign and is looking to continue to build on his performance, but also add weight as
the season progresses.
“Basically gain weight and
get stronger,” Gross said of
things he needs to do to continue to improve.
Only being a sophomore
also is something that Gross
feels is preventing him from
keeping on the weight the
coaching staff would like for
him to have to play in the interior.
“I guess I’m too young right
now,” Gross said. “You know
how you just burn it off, I
guess I have to wait until I
reach that age when it will sit
with me and stay with me.”
Gross also dealt with a nagging groin problem, that kept
him somewhat limited at
times, but so far this season
he has been able to record
five tackles, including two for
a loss and 1.5 sacks. The injury caused him to miss valuable time in the weight room
during summer workouts, and
he’s already felt that hinder
him some this season.
But with each game and every snap, Gross is getting back
into a rhythm and will be key
along the Ole Miss defensive
line going forward.
Preparing for the Tide
Ole Miss started their preparation for their Sept. 28 battle at No. 1 Alabama in Tuesday’s practice, but most of the
time was spent concentrating
on themselves.
“We got a lot of special
teams work, a lot of individual work, and we looked at
a few new things offensively,” Freeze said. “Went some
good-on-good just to see.
Then, red ball was a good period for us. Then, we had a 20
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Former five-star recruit Robert Nkemdiche rushes Texas quarterback Case McCoy during Saturday’s game.

minute period there at the end
to get some game plan stuff in
to see what we might like to
do there on both sides.”
In Monday’s press conference, Freeze said they have
been looking at freshman
Derrick Jones at corner. Jones
was signed as a wide receiver
and moved to safety in fall
camp. Freeze is hoping Jones
can give the Rebels some size
at cornerback.
“We looked at him a lot
today,” Freeze said. “I think

he’s got a chance. Everything
is new to him. It’s going 100
miles per hour, but we just got
to keep working at it.
“He’s a great kid and wants
to just help the team. He’s a
tremendous athlete, so I just
have to see if corner is the
right spot for him. I know
he can play receiver and can
probably play safety. It was
just be nice to have a corner
that you can put in a game
that’s 6-foot-3 plus.”
Junior defensive tackle La-
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von Hooks was also a guy
that was getting looks at other
spots, as he was spotted at
tight end in some instances
Tuesday.
“We’re just looking at Lavon
a lot of places,” Freeze said.
“Trying to see if we can’t get
a little more beef, get a little
bigger if we need to run certain things.”
Along the injury front, junior wideout Vince Sanders
will move back into the rotation for the Alabama game,
and Freeze has been pleased
with him since he started
practicing over a week ago.
Sanders was held out of Tuesday’s practice because of pink
eye, but he still did some conditioning work on the side.
During the bye week, Freeze
is also using the time to get the
two freshmen quarterbacks,
Devante Kincade and Ryan
Buchanan, some more reps.
Senior quarterback Barry
Brunetti sustained a shoulder
injury in this past Saturday’s
game.
“Devante took reps with
the ones in that last period,”
Freeze said. “He’s got a live
arm. I’m excited about him.”
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss football, follow @SigNewton_2 and @thedm_sports on
Twitter.

